5 reasons to choose
StarLeaf for MDT rooms
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Enhance care
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Work more flexibly

StarLeaf offers proven MDT room solutions to help NHS trusts bring experts from different organisations
together, use specialists’ time more efficiently and achieve the best patient outcomes.

Academic, health and social care professionals can join StarLeaf MDT meetings from different meeting
platforms with one touch and no need for complex dial-in codes. StarLeaf easily integrates with Zoom,
Cisco, Lifesize, Microsoft, Google Meet and Poly, and remote participants can be dialled into meetings
from your StarLeaf MDT room when needed, or join in one click from their computer or mobile device.
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High quality and performance
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Stay connected and secure
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Choose a proven provider

StarLeaf video conferencing is built from the ground up to provide MDT groups with a premium
quality experience, including HD video and imaging, clear and consistent audio quality,
and class-leading reliability.

StarLeaf offers an industry-leading 99.999% uptime guarantee, so your MDT sessions won’t be interrupted
by unplanned outages. StarLeaf is ISO/IEC 27001 certified and hosted on the HSCN network, making sure
sensitive patient data stays private.

Over 50% of NHS trusts in England already put StarLeaf video conferencing at the heart of their virtual
healthcare ecosystem, including for video meetings and remote patient consultations as well in
MDT rooms.

“I think as a videoconferencing
service it’s second to none,
and I would thoroughly
recommend it.”
Tesh Chudasama,
Head of Digital Learning, Mid and
South Essex NHS Foundation Trust

“StarLeaf was the only MDT
room solution that ticked all the
boxes. Our trust holds dozens of
MDT meetings every week, and
thanks to StarLeaf, clinicians and
specialists from all our different
locations can share their
expertise easily and securely.”
Simon Fishpool,
Audio Visual Support Team Leader,
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust

Learn more about StarLeaf for the NHS here

StarLeaf virtual healthcare ecosystem

The StarLeaf virtual healthcare
ecosystem gives you access to
secure video-based solutions that
are purpose-built to meet the needs
of NHS providers. From Flabba for
a complete remote care workflow
solution, to Poly for best-of-breed
MDT room systems and Sign Solutions
for remote access to BSL interpreters.

Video collaboration

Value and efficiency

Inclusive care

MDT meeting rooms

Click a topic to learn how
we can connect your
virtual care ecosystem

Secure, reliable video

Remote patient care

Virtual care workflows

Learn more about StarLeaf for the NHS here

